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Abstract
Power scaling in solid core fibers in the near infrared and farther are approaching
fundamental limits defined by nonlinear processes. Gas cell systems suffer from fail-
ure to maintain high intensities in the large volumes needed in high power systems.
Hollow-core photonic crystal fibers (HCPCFs) shows promise as a hybrid laser with
higher nonlinear process limits and small beam size over long gain lengths. Contin-
uous wave(CW) operation of gas-filled HCPCFs have a few demonstrations, which
is only the first step toward demonstrating the potential scaling. This work focuses
on the design of a CW molecular nitrogen (N2) stimulated Raman laser. N2 offers
Raman gains scaling up to 900 amg, particularly scaling higher than the more studied
H2 which stops scaling at 14 amg. An overview of stimulated Raman scattering and
HCPCFs, a 2-mirror cavity experiment, and an HCPCF experiment provided insights
into an update to previous models used for vibrational Raman. The cavity experiment
showed the need to include Rayleigh scattering in the high pressure environments re-
quired for N2 Raman lasing. The HCPCF experiment showed limitations due to
chamber leaks which caused the fiber end to move out of alignment with the pump
beam. The updated model showed the small beam size and long gain length of the
HCPCF configuration is an optimal path toward scaling with N2 stimulated Raman.
Demonstration and scaling appear to be attainable goals with good gas containment
for either the cavity or the hollow-core fiber, but HCPCF allows for lower pressures
when paired with long low-loss fiber lengths. Even at relatively low pressures such as
1,500 psi, high conversion percentages should be found if the fiber length is chosen
based on the pump and gain, 15 m for N2 at 1500 psi with a predicted 87% conversion
of the 4.2 W coupled from the 532 nm pump. This shows promise for moving farther
iv
into the infrared, but more work must be done with understanding coupling to the
hollow-core modes.
v
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THE DESIGN OF A CONTINUOUS WAVE MOLECULAR NITROGEN
STIMULATED RAMAN LASER IN THE VISIBLE SPECTRUM
I. Introduction
The Department of Defense (DoD) has been interested in the use of high energy
laser weapons for many decades. The Airborne Laser, the Tactical High Energy
Laser, and Large Aircraft Infrared Countermeasures are a few examples. [5] The two
main paths forward in this venture are thought to be silica-based solid core doped
fiber amplifiers and alkali gas cell lasers. [6] Each of these laser design schemes have
strengths and have significant limitations as a path forward. The solid-core fiber
solution allows for long gain path lengths of high-intensity pump light and all-fiber
systems spliced together which results in a rugged system. The limitations result
from the heating of the fibers, which requires significant amounts of cooling, and non-
linear processes which fundamentally limit the power-scaling capacity of any single
fiber. Scaling in gas cells is not traditionally limited by these non-linear process
due to the orders of magnitude higher thresholds. However, the lack of ability to
maintain high intensities throughout the gain does require bigger gas cells. In the
last twenty years, an opportunity to combine the strengths of both of these paths has
been developing, the hollow-core photonic crystal fiber (HCPCF). A detailed history
of the developments in HCPCFs can be found in Debord et al. [7]
The HCPCF allows for high-intensity, long gain path length, small size and high
non-linear process limits. Many lasers have been built from gas-filled HCPCFs from
either standard gas transitions, typically referred to as a hollow-core optical fiber gas
laser (HOFGLAS), or Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS). [8, 9, 10, 4, 11, 12, 13,
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14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] HOFGLASs typically suffer from laser emission at atmospheric
absorption lines or from issues with maintaining uniform gain throughout the fiber
such as with condensing gain media like alkalis. SRS lasers can be designed to avoid
these problems as the lasing wavelength is a linear offset from the pump wavelength
based of the gas used. This allows for the use of standard atmospheric gases such as
hydrogen and nitrogen.
In this work, a single pass through a gas cell was used to image the Rayleigh
and Raman scattering. Following the initial test, a gas cell high-Q cavity and a
HCPCF filled with nitrogen gas were each used as methods for achieving continuous
wave(CW) SRS lasing at varying pressure in the visible regime of the optical spectrum
to determine feasibility of nitrogen as a gain media for a Raman CW laser. The N2
was tested with pressures up to 3500 psi due to gas containment limitations of the
chamber used. By testing both the high-Q cavity and the HCPCF, a more thorough
suggestion of the best path forward can be chosen. Nitrogen was chosen due to its
Raman Q-branch line narrowing to number densities greater than 800 amagats. [2]
This leads to possible Raman gains nearly twice that of more popular hydrogen gas
media. Many challenges arise from containing the gas at high pressures with some
such challenges discussed later. One large benefit of nitrogen gas is that it does
not pose a serious combustion risk or inhalation risk as a mostly inert gas. These
high pressures did introduce losses from Rayleigh scattering, which has been largely
ignored in previous works due their lower number densities.
Background on SRS in high-Q cavities and in HCPCFs will be given as a foun-
dation. Experiments in hydrogen gas will be discussed, having been much more
thoroughly investigated than nitrogen. An overview of previous work in these areas
from a number of authors will be discussed including most SRS HCPCF work in
the last half decade starting in 2002 with a critical demonstration in hydrogen by
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Benabid et al. [16] While SRS of hydrogen in high-Q cavities has been much more
thoroughly researched over several decades due to its high energy shift, relatively high
gain, and more established laser gain setup, SRS in nitrogen has been rarely studied
due to the low Raman gain at low pressures under 1500 psi. A short overview of the
experimental setup for each of these experiments will be given. The results of those
tests will be shown, leading to an update of the current equations used to model SRS
in both setups as discussed in the background to better explain what was seen in
the experiments. Finally, recommendations on the best decisions for SRS N2 laser
systems will be made from the updated model.
3
II. Background
2.1 Stimulated Raman
Raman scattering is a non-linear process by which photons are shifted from one
frequency to another when interacting with molecules in any state of matter. Some
applications see it as a useful tool for investigating the material, while others see it
as a loss from the intended goal of those incident photons. Raman spectroscopy uses
high frequency light to determine the energy level of the material based on the shift
of the light, which allows for identifying it without directly observing the transition
lines. Here, it is seen as the desired lasing mechanism. The three levels of a SRS
Laser are shown in Fig. 1. The diagram shows the vibrational states of a molecule
along with virtual states, but this applies similarly to rotational states. The dashed
lines are the virtual state that act as the upper state, which means that it is not a
eigenstate solution to the Schrodinger equation. It comes out of perturbation theory
as a solution from perturbations caused by inelastic collisions. The transition can
either be |0 > to |2 > to |1 >, called the Stokes transition, or |1 > to |2 > to |0 >,
called the Anti-Stokes transition. The Stokes transition leads to a decrease in energy
of the pump photon to the emitted photon as in νs = νp−
Eshift
h
, where νs is the Stokes
frequency, νp is the pump frequency, Eshift is the energy difference between the two
vibrational or rotational level, and h is plank’s constant. The Anti-Stokes transition
does the opposite and increases the frequency as in νas = νp+
Eshift
h
, where νas is the
Anti-Stokes frequency. The Anti-Stokes line generally has a much higher threshold
due to the higher population of the lower level at reasonable temperatures following
from a Boltzmann distribution, e−E/kT . The energy lost in the Stokes transition is
added heat, and the energy gained in the Anti-Stokes results in losing heat. The gain
coefficient for Raman transitions is proportional to a differential cross-section with
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respect to solid-angle and can be written as
γ =
(
λ3s
hc
)(
2
π∆ν
)
∆N
dσ
dΩ
, (1)
where γ is the gain coefficient, c is the speed of light, λs is the shifted (Stokes)
wavelength, the second term is the Lorentzian line-shape with ∆ν being the FWHM,
∆N is the population difference between the initial and final state, and
dσ
dΩ
is the
differential Raman cross-section. [1] This differential cross-section can be described
using
dσ
dΩ
= B
ν4s
(ν2i − ν2p)2
, (2)
where νs is the Stokes frequency, νp is the pump frequency, and B and νi are fit
parameters defined by the gas in this work. [20] For H2, A is 8.74× 10−28
cm2
str
and νi
is 84, 800 cm−1, while they are 3.02×10−28 cm
2
str
and 89, 500 cm−1 for N2, respectively.
The vibrational gain coefficients for H2, N2 and O2 can be seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3,
respectively.
Generally, it can be assumed that the final state in the Stokes transition is approx-
imately empty, and the equation is simplified with the total population, N , instead
of ∆N . The number density in amagats is found by (P/P0)(T0/T ) where P0 is 1
atm and T0 is 273 K. SRS offers flexible lasing wavelength by allowing a pump to be
chosen to get to a desired output frequency, commonly the first Stokes shift though
with more sophisticated designs a higher-order Stokes shift can be utilized. In SRS
with linearly polarized or unpolarized light, the vibrational Stokes transition tends to
have higher gain and is thus the favored transition particularly at high pressures. [4]
In the case of N2, pressures in excess of 70 psi are sufficient to become dominant. [21]
Given these conditions, rate equations can be developed assuming the electric field
5
Figure 1. Vibrational Raman transitions shown on top of a Morse Potential curve.
(Public Domain). The black transition is the Stokes transition, while the gray transition
is the Anti-Stokes transition. The starting position is ν = 0 due to it having the highest
population to excite at reasonable temperatures for the Stokes transition or ν = 1 for
the Anti-Stokes transition for the same reason.
transitions only between the vibrational Stokes field and the pump field as
dEs
dt
= G | Ep |2 Es − LsEs (3)
dEp
dt
= K(Einp )−
(
νp
νs
)
G | Ep |2 Es − LpEp, (4)
where the change in each field with respect to time,
dEs
dt
and
dEp
dt
, are defined by
the losses to the pump, Lp, losses to the Stokes field, Ls, the pump into the system,
K(Einp ), and the conversion from pump to Stokes. [15] The conversion from pump to
Stokes is related to the pump field squared, | Ep |2, and the Raman gain defined by
G =
√
ε0
µ0
(cγ
8
)( λp
λp + λs
)
, (5)
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space and µ0 is the permeability of free space.
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Figure 2. The vibrational gain coefficient of H2 with respect to number density, which
levels off after the Raman linewidth stops collisional narrowing around 10 amagats.
Line width data used from Bischel et all. [1]
Solving eq. 3 and eq. 4 will show the Stokes field growth over time. For a more
directly measurable quantity, equations for output power can be developed. In the
case of a two-mirror cavity, the solution requires only a few extra incites, such as
intensity relates to the field by I =
1
2
√
ε0
µ0
|E|2, the area of the beam is
A =
lλp
4tan−1
(
l
b
) (6)
and power relates to intensity by P = IA. For the A, l is the cavity length and b is
the confocal parameter, defined as
b =
√
lrROC
√
2− l
rROC
, (7)
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Figure 3. The vibrational gain coefficient of N2 and O2 with respect to number density,
which levels off after the Raman linewidth stops collisional narrowing around 800 and
600 amagats, respectively. FWHM data from Lavorel et all for nitrogen and Millot et
all for oxygen which ends at 600 amagats describes where the curves end. [2, 3] The
maximum gain of hydrogen was included as a dotted line for reference.
for a pair of mirrors with shared radius of curvature, rROC . The losses for each field
are
L =
c
2l
ln(
√
R1R2), (8)
where R1 is the reflectivity of the front mirror and R2 is the same for the back mirror,
not likely the same for each field. Putting it all together, the threshold power is found
as
Pth =
1
2
√
ε0
µ0
(
A
G
)(
LsLpl
c
√
Tp1
)
, (9)
where Tp1 is the transmission of the pump field through the front mirror. [15] The
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output Stokes power follows
Pout = P0(
√
Pin
Pth
− 1), (10)
where P0 is a scaling factor defined with transmission of the Stokes field through the
back mirror, Ts2, as
P0 = (
νp
νs
)
1
2
√
ε0
µ0
(
A
G
)(
Ts2Lp
4
). (11)
2.2 Hollow-core photonic crystal fiber
Fibers are often used as delivery mechanisms or gain media for laser systems due
to their wave-guiding ability, which allow for high intensities over long path lengths.
Traditionally, fibers are made from doped silica with an inner core with a high index
of refraction and an outer cladding with lower index of refraction; this allows the fiber
to guide the light via total internal reflection (TIR). Typically, fibers are made of silica
and thus limited by silica absorption in mid-wave infrared and long-wave infrared.
They are also limited by dissipating the heat from several non-linear effects such as
SRS, Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS), and thermal lensing. One way to increase
the threshold set by these non-linear effects is to use a HC-PCF, which can result
in dramatic room for improvements in power as seen in table 1, where a 10 m fiber
with a 40 µm core pumped at 1.5 µm with a linewidth of 1 GHz was assumed. The
HOFGLAS data is taken from Nampoothiri et al and does not include either the pump
linewidth described above or a known separate linewidth for the SBS limit due to it
being unstated. [22] The solid core and SBS in the N2 were calculated using equations
from Dawson et al with modifications to SBS for on linewidth from Supradeepa.
[23, 24] The SBS gain in N2 with pressure was determined from Renninger et al and
Yang et al. [25, 26] N2 material damage is the laser-induced breakdown intensity with
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slight extrapolation from the results of Morgan in 1975. [27] It should be noted that
the SRS limit in table 1 for the SRS fiber lasers would scale significantly higher with a
shorter fiber due to the intensity conversion to the 2nd order Stokes starting after fully
converting to the 1st order Stokes, while the gain for the other two is independent
of the SRS limit. For instance, a 1 m HCPCF with 580 psi N2 has an SRS limit
of 45 kW with same assumptions except the length. Thermal mode instability and
thermal lensing were not included into table 1 due to a lack of information regarding
these effects in inhibited-coupling HCPCFs. These improvements come from the low
mode overlap with the silica and the high threshold intensities for them in gases.
The gain from solid core fibers comes from the dopants energy levels trapped in the
silica lattice, such as holmium, erbium, neodymium and thulium. The gain in gas-
filled HCPCFs comes from the gas trapped inside the fiber core, such as nitrogen,
hydrogen, acetylene, methane, nitrous oxide, and iodine. [10, 9, 28, 16, 8] HC-PCFs
have several added complications such as filling the gas and guiding the light without
TIR. TIR is not possible due to the gas’s index of refraction being lower than silica;
in order to maintain the guiding properties, one of two guiding mechanisms can be
used, photonic band gap or inhibited-coupling. The details of the photonic band gap
guiding mechanism are beyond the scope of this report, but they rely on a periodic
interior structure which acts like a Bragg grating allowing guidance even with an air
core. Inhibited coupling works due to a “strong transverse mode mismatch” between
the modes of the core air-mode and the cladding modes. [7] The benefit of inhibited
coupling guiding is the weak overlap with the core mode in the clad, which limits
mid-wave infrared absorption in silica cladding. It requires higher-order modes to
be sufficiently leaky in order to maintain single mode operation, and the lowest loss
in an inhibited coupling HC-PCFs is limited by surface roughness scattering at 0.65
dB/km, which is still worse than telecommunications solid-core fibers with losses of
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between 0.2 dB/km and 0.3 dB/km in the C- and L-bands from 1530 nm to 1625
nm. [29, 30] In the case of a Raman laser, the SRS limit for maximum scaling is
determined by the transition into higher-order Stokes transitions and will lower with
increasing pressure due to the increasing gain. The geometry of the fiber plays a
large role in the wavelengths that are transmitted, which is the limiting factor for
wavelength selection in current gas-filled HC-PCFs. Design parameters have been
studied for getting specific wavelengths, but a different fiber is currently needed for
different ranges of wavelengths. HCPCFs can be found between UV at 218 nm and
telecommunication wavelengths, between 2 µm and 3 µm, at the CO laser line at 5.5
µm, and at the CO2 line at 10 µm with the last two made from chalcogenides instead
of silica. [31, 32] HC-PCFs with low loss designs have very good transmission profiles
for specific systems as long as the desired input and output wavelength ranges are
known.
Table 1. Comparison of approximate critical CW powers/intensities for limiting pro-
cesses in solid-core, HOFGLAS, 580 psi N2 and 1,160 psi N2SRS HCPCFs. The gas-
filled HCPCFs has higher critical powers due to its low optical overlap with the silica
and gas-phase materials having significantly higher thresholds for these processes due
to a low index of refraction. Calculations were based on a 40 µm core diameter in 10
m fiber at 1.5 µm. The SRS limit to the SRS laser is defined as 50% of the 1st Stokes
line converted into 2nd order Stokes line, which means a shorter fiber would allow a
higher limit while not limiting max lasing power.
Limiting factor Solid core HOFGLAS (5 torr) 580 psi SRS 1160 psi SRS
SBS 1.3 kW 10 MW 1 MW 500 kW
SRS 30 kW 600 MW 5 kW 3 kW
Material damage 8 kW 120 kW 57 MW 38 MW
2.3 Previous Work
Raman in a Gas Cell.
In order to determine the gain at different number densities, the linewidth of the
transition must be understood. The Q branch of the stimulated Raman process of
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molecular nitrogen at densities up to 800 amg was explored Lavorel et al. [2] The
desire to remotely investigate very high pressure environments spectroscopically like
near combustion of rockets drove this work. Lavorel et al pumped the nitrogen with
a 12 ns 10 Hz pulsed frequency doubled ND:YAG laser with a 500 kW peak power
and probed with frequency stabilized CW argon ion laser at 500 mW. The number
densities ranged from 135 amg to 800 amg. The cell was made from a beryllium-
copper alloy with sapphire windows in order to withstand the significant pressure
differential. There is initially a red shift and narrowing with increased density until
around 500 amg. Afterwords, the SRS begins blue shifting but continues narrowing
until around 700 amg where it begins broadening. The linewidth is quasi-Lorentzian
from 280 amg to 700 amg, where the vibrational broadening coefficient becomes non-
negligible. The narrowing is fairly well described by perturbation theory which gives
a rotational relaxation constant. Lavorel et al described several fitting models for
fitting the HWHM with varying success. Models were good at lower densities or at
higher densities but not both.
High efficiency N2 Raman lasing was explored by Zhang et al. [33] They used a
pulsed 10 ns 10-Hz Nd:YAG laser to pump a 2 m cavity of 1:1 N2 and separately O2
with He at total pressures up to 1000 psi. A fraction of the pump laser was used
to excite a dye laser for seeding at 581 nm or 607 nm for the nitrogen or oxygen,
respectively. The conversion efficiencies reported were the average over 100 pulses
with corrections for prism reflection and window absorption losses in their system.
Without a seed, N2 had a max conversion efficiency of 19%, which improved to 35%
with the dye laser seed. O2 went from 9% with out a seed to 21% with a seed.
However, the oxygen had a higher percentage converted to the second Stokes line
(14% vs 2%), which was most likely due to the larger Raman shift of nitrogen.
Komine et al. explored converting into higher Stokes orders by pumping hydrogen
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at 355 nm and observing first and second Stokes orders. [34] Brillouin scattering
limited input energies of pulses in earlier liquid phase Raman shifts. Molecular gases
however are much more robust against significant Brillouin scattering. In steady
state, the nth Stokes order amplification is described as
dIn
dz
= gn−1InIn−1 − gn+1InIn+1, (12)
where the In is the intensity of the nth Stokes line and gn±1 is the gain covert up for
down. Four Stokes lines were seen from the pulsed UV source at 416 nm, 503 nm,
636 nm, and 864 nm. Seeding of the amplifier was obtained via a resonator cavity
of H2 with filters chosen to pass only desired stokes lines. Unstable resonators were
used to show increased conversion efficiency into higher order Stokes lines.
For molecular nitrogen, Averbakh et al was the first to demonstrate SRS and
for both vibrational and rotational stokes transitions. [21] It was pumped with 300
MW peak power in 1 ns pulse from a second harmonic neodymium laser at 532 nm.
The most prevalent rotational transitions were from the J=8 and 10 levels to the
J = 10 and 12 levels due to nitrogen Raman having only even J transitions due to
odd J being forbidden transitions and the temperature determining the populations
following a Boltzman distribution, which is unstated in the paper. In order to show
the rotational Stokes lines the pump needed to be circularly polarized. The threshold
for vibrational SRS at pressures under 5 atm was on the order of GW/cm2 with
the rotational SRS having a lower nearly constant threshold until the two cross at
around 3 atm where the rotational transitions become suppressed by the vibrational
transitions. Averbakh focuses significant portions of his paper discussing this effect,
but for the purpose of this work it is sufficient to note that the pressures used will
only be minorly affected by rotational SRS if at all.
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HC-PCF Gas Lasers.
An HOFGLAS inhibited-coupling negative curvature Kagome-structured HC-PCF
filled with iodine and pumped at 532 nm was demonstrated in 2015. [28] The ab-
sorption cross-section was reported at around 10−16 cm2 in the visible spectrum. 300
mTorr in a 20-cm HC-PCF was used for the CW emission between 1200 and 1350 nm.
The fiber loss of the lasing frequency was measured to 30 dB/km prior to cleaving
the 20-cm fiber for use. Kagome-structured core to cladding resonances result in high
transmission losses at peaks whose positions are well described by Nampoothiri et al.
The pump threshold was at 7 mW,or an intensity of 290 W/cm2, and a maximum
slope efficiency of 4%. The authors expect improvements on slope efficiency with the
addition of a buffer gas due to spin orbit relaxation.
Recently, a 80 Torr nitrous oxide-filled 45 cm long 85 µm core diameter HC-
PCF pumped at 1.517 µm was demonstrated at 4.6 µm with a 3% slope efficiency
from a mirror-less laser cavity. [9] Inhibited coupling HC-PCFs offer optical overlaps,
which are generally lower than guiding via photonic band gap designs. The effective
loss of this HCPCF was described by confinement loss and silica absorption. The
resulting loss was 33.6 dB/m, approximately one fifth of the gain of the system, and
the coupling efficiency was only about 45%. Given all these parameters, the threshold
pump pulse energy was 150 nJ. The 4.6 µm emission was the second overtone with
an absorption cross section of 10−20 cm2. The gain of the overtone is the absorption
cross section times the top state. The top state in time is described as
N3(t) =
(
σ13N1
hνp
)
Ipτ3(1− e−t/τ3), (13)
where σ13 is the absorption cross section from the ground to the top state, τ3 is the
time constant for leaving the top state (inversely to pressure by rotational relaxation),
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νp is the pump frequency, and Ip is the pump intensity. The experiment resulted in
a gain of 0.9 cm−1.
A pulsed hydrogen SRS laser was demonstrated with a 532 nm, 6 ns, 20 Hz pulsed
pump with a 0.8 ± 0.2 µJ vibrational Stokes threshold and 3.4 ± 0.7 µJ vibrational
Anti-Stokes threshold in 2002. [16] A photonic band gap fiber was used due to it
being before the modern inhibited-coupling HC-PCFs options. Two gas cells were
connected by the fiber with a pressure of 246 psi of H2 with a similar design as the
work proposed here. Benabid et al go into significant detail about the fabrication of
the fiber for those interested. For instance, the photonic band gap was formed from
stacking capillaries to fill the core with the seven capillaries in the middle empty to
form the waveguide. A cut-back study of the fiber was performed which demonstrated
30 cm led to optimal conversion of 20% into the first Stokes line and just under 1%
in the first Anti-Stokes line.
The first CW hydrogen Raman HC-PCF laser was demonstrated with a 30 m
fiber in 2007. [11] The laser had a 2.25 W threshold in a mirror-less or single-pass
configuration and a 600 mW threshold with the addition of fiber Bragg gratings
spliced onto each side of the fiber. A 1064 nm fiber laser was used as the pump. It
was a purely rotational Raman laser, which provided significant advantages in terms
of a low quantum defect with an output at 1135 nm. The conversion efficiency peaked
at 14.5 psi with 99.9% of the output light being converted to the rotational Stokes
line and dropped with increased pressure. The threshold dropped with increasing
pressure up to 145 psi where it leveled off.
A stimulated vibrational hydrogen Raman HC-PCF has likewise been demon-
strated with a 1064 nm pump. [4] The rotational Raman needed to be suppressed
in the 6.5 m fiber, which was achieved by linearly polarizing the pump light, using
a short fiber, and filling the fiber with higher pressure hydrogen (23 bar at peak
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conversion efficiency). The power threshold of the CW case is described by
Pth = Gth ∗ Aeff/(γgleff ), (14)
where γg is the steady-state Raman gain coefficient, leff is the effective fiber length,
Aeff is the fibers mode field area, and Gth is the threshold net gain. leff can be found
using, leff = (1 − elα)/α, where l is the length of the fiber and α is the attenuation
of the fiber at the pump wavelength. A 0.7 ns pulse with a 7.25 kHz repetition
rate giving a 65 mW average power was used. Despite the pulsed pump, a steady-
state SRS model was used fairly accurately with accurate predictions for both the
vibrational and rotational SRS as a function fiber length; however, the pump had
higher than predicted residuals in all lasing cases. The approximations were justified
due to three factors: the negligible walk-off effect in a fiber less than a few hundred
meters in the length, the dephasing time for the hydrogen was much shorter than the
pump duration at the high pressures used, and other Stokes intensities were negligible.
These approximations left three differential equations
d
dz
ISv = (γSvIP − αSv)ISv (15)
d
dz
ISr = (γSrIP − αSr)ISr (16)
d
dz
IP = (−γSvISv − γSrISr − αP )IP , (17)
where ISv is the vibrational Stokes intensity, ISr is the rotational Stokes intensity, IP
is the pump intensity, γSv is the vibrational gain coefficient, γSr is the rotational gain
coefficient, αSv is the fiber absorption per meter at the wavelength of the vibrational
line, αSr is the fiber absorption per meter at the wavelength of the rotational line, and
αSp is the fiber absorption per meter at the wavelength of the pump. An optical-to-
optical efficiency of 28% was measured for coupled light to the vibrational Stokes line
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at 1907 nm. The output shows the vibrational Anti-Stokes as well as slight rotational
first-order Stokes and Anti-Stokes lines, but the rotational Stokes orders are not truly
resolvable from the pump due to the small shift and some combination of instrument
lineshape along with the lineshapes of the rotational line and pump.
Gladyshev et al showed improvement on the H2 HC-PCF pumped at 1064 nm
by improving the conversion efficiency from 50% to 87% of the quantum efficiency,
55%. [35] The improvements stem from fiber design changes in the form of a ring
of conjoined circular capillaries for the inhibited-coupling, which reduced losses com-
pared to Wang et al’s conjoined cone ring structure. As with the previous works,
the fiber was hermetically sealed into two small chambers on each end and had no
other tubing connecting the two chambers. They achieved average powers of up to
300 mW Raman output with their 125 ns pulsed pump with an average power of 1 W
through a 2.25 m fiber. They observed the first four orders of Anti-Stokes from the
hydrogen leaking laterally out of the fiber due to it not guiding those wavelengths at
456 psi. The output showed strong first-order Stokes as well as the first two orders
of anti-stokes when linearly polarized, which is likely due to the much lower losses
in their fiber at the shorter wavelengths. When circularly polarized, they observed
the rotational stokes order off of each of the previously mentioned vibrational stokes
orders.
Higher order Stokes lasing has been demonstrated in HC-PCFs. For example,
a 1064.6 nm pumped methane-filled HC-PCF lased at 1543.9nm and 2800nm in a
2 HC-PCF setup. [19] The pump was telescoped into the first HC-PCF then that
output is telescoped into a second HC-PCF with different internal structure. The
resulting laser system had a quantum efficiency of 25% and maximum output power
of 13.8 mW at 160 psi of methane in the second stage. Higher pressures lead to too
much power coupling into higher order Stokes lines, which had high losses in the fiber
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structure used. The Raman threshold is inversely proportional to gas pressure, as
expected.
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III. Experimental Setup
In this chapter, the experimental setup for the scattering experiment, 2-mirror
cavity experiment, and HCPCF experiment will be described. The scattering ex-
periment sent the pump light through the chamber in a single pass configuration
and observes the scattering as the pressure in the chamber changes with two cam-
eras. The 2-mirror cavity experiment pumps into the same chamber but into two
highly reflective mirrors and scales the pressure. The HCPCF experiment utilizes
Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) tubing to connect two chambers and hold the fiber
length, which allows for pressure scaling without concern for the HCPCF bursting.
A McMaster-Carr 3196K871 pressure transducer was used for measuring the pressure
in all experiments.
3.1 Scattering Setup
The experiment setup for the spontaneous Raman and Rayleigh scattering is seen
in Fig. 4. The chamber had one gas connection and a blow off connection rated for
4,000 psi, the chamber’s rating for pressure. A Verdi V-18 532 nm pump is sent
into a 14” 304 stainless steel chamber with Rayotek 4” national pipe tapered (NPT)
fitting Sapphire windows chosen due to its high transmission profile over the visible
and infrared spectrum and tolerance for high pressures. The pump produced a 16.5
W beam with a M2 of < 1.1 and a 1/e2 beam diameter of 2 mm. The beam is
steered via two Thorlabs BB1-E02 mirrors, and a Thorlabs IO-5-532-HP 532 nm
Optical Isolator is used to prevent back reflections from damaging or reducing the
stability of the pump system. The Sapphire windows are 80±2% transmissive at
both wavelengths, but the beam is sent through at an angle to the windows such
that no resonate behavior is established. A FLIR Grasshopper 3 GS3-U3-89S6M-C
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camera is placed on each side of the chamber, which views the beam at between
13 and 16 degrees off the horizontal axis through a 25 mm lens on output side and
15 mm lens on the input side. This allowed for the characterization of the forward
and back scatter of the beam as a function of N2 pressure. The temperature was
held relatively constant due to slow fill rates of around 1 psi per second; thus, the
number density increased linearly with the pressure, which was measured in 1 minute
intervals. The camera’s record images at the same 1 minute interval, so that the
pressure and scattering were known together at each instance. The chamber was
first brought to a rough vacuum of less than 1 psi in order to get a reference frame.
The reference frame was used in background subtracting away from future frames the
noise from pump scattering and reflections at the windows and the rest of the non-
chamber system, which was assumed to be constant over the test. After collecting
at least two vacuum frames, the chamber was slowly brought to 3,000 psi with stops
at each 500 psi interval for at least 1 additional frame to determine consistency of
the measurements post test. The pressure was not maintained at any pressure for
more than a few minutes due to a small leak at the window due to chamber NPT
connection, which was unable to be completely sealed. The following techniques were
used to seal the windows: Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tape wrapped from 3 to 8
layers thick and at widths of 1/4” and 1”, Permatex 80633 with and without PTFE
tape, Anti-Seize Technology TFE with and without PTFE tape, Loctite 565 with and
without the primer for steel applications, Loctite 565 on the male end of the NPT
fitting wrapped in PTFE tape, and Loctite 565 on both sides of the NPT connection
with PTFE tape in between. All products listed other than the PTFE tape were
pastes of varying viscosity. The window was tightened initially to the rated 400 ft-lb
with a six foot torque wrench, but the torque was increased to 600 ft-lb after talking
with Rayotek due to a lack of sealing. For pressures up to 1800 psi, PTFE tape
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could limit leaking to approximately 0.33 psi/min. After that, the best method was
Loctite 565 on both sides of the connection with PTFE tape in between but was
not consistent with leak rates between 40 psi/min to 240 psi/min. For the Raman
scattering, a long pass 600 nm chromatic filter was placed in front of each camera
which adequately filtered out any 532 nm light. There was an additional source in this
range at 680 nm likely from titanium impurities in the sapphire windows, which upon
visual inspection and investigation of the data did not scale with pressure and was
taken out with the previously mentioned background subtraction. For the Rayleigh
scattering, a short pass 550 nm chromatic filter was placed in front of each camera
along with a ND filter to prevent saturation of the cameras.
Figure 4. Green pump light is sent through the cavity via 2 steering mirrors (M1 and
M2) where light interacts with the high pressure nitrogen gas which continues into a
beam dump. The cameras each have a chromatic short pass, 550 nm, or long pass, 600
nm, filter (CF1 and CF2) to record the Rayleigh or vibrational Raman scattering.
3.2 Two-Mirror Cavity Setup
Using the same chamber, a two mirror cavity was added with a variable separation
with a 12 cm screw through the base as seen in Fig. 5. The input coupler mirror was
a Newport 10CV00SR.30F with a effective focal length of .5 m and reflectivities of
95.5% at 532 nm and > 99.97% at 607 nm. The output coupler was a flat Newport
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10CM00SB.1 with reflectivity of > 99.9% for both wavelengths. The mirrors were
mounted to Newport ultra-high vacuum picomotor mounts for alignment of the cavity
at pressure without opening the chamber with wires connected through a 1” NPT feed
thru, Douglas Electric 5368-16-0. While they are not rated for use at high pressure,
they functioned even up to 3,500 psi. The design of the mounts for use at ultra-high
vacuum pressures allowed their use at high pressures. The cavity was setup with
mirror spacings of 12 cm, 10 cm, and 4 cm. The 4 cm cavity length was used to
mitigate two issues, one after noting significant Rayleigh scattering from the high
pressure and the other was because of a chamber leak that seemed to cause cavity
stability issues. This effort is further discussed in the results section. Alignment for
the cavity was initially performed at atmospheric pressure. This was done by aligning
the input beam parallel to the table with the two steering mirrors while hitting the
center of the input coupler, then steering the strong back reflection to the output of
the optical isolator. This will have made the center of the input coupler perpendicular
to the pump light. A faint spot in the back reflection was used to get the output
coupler roughly aligned the same as the input coupler. When fully aligned, a pristine
spot was present out of the output coupler even at the minimum input power of 10
mW. Tweaks were made if the cavity needed slight realignment as pressure increased.
However, significant pump light exits the back sapphire window from back reflections
and expansion off the input coupler and window, which is most prominent on the
open edge side of the mounts. The input coupler and mount in the chamber can be
seen in Fig. reffig:CavityPic. This experiment was pumped with powers up to 18 W
from the Verdi. The cavity test was never run after pulling a rough vacuum due to
there being no need to background subtract a camera image.
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Figure 5. Green pump light is sent into the cavity via 2 steering mirrors(M1 and M2)
where the light resonates in the high pressure nitrogen environment which outputs
into a diffraction grating that splits the pump and 1st order Stokes beam. The cameras
remained from the scattering experiment, the data showed the low intensity of the
output producing negligible scattering and the input coupler back reflections causing
significant noise, which limited the value of the data.
3.3 Hollow-core Photonic Crystal Fiber Setup
Two shorter chambers were used for the HCPCF experiment with each having a
4” NPT fitting sapphire window as seen in Fig. 7. The chambers were connected by
Zeus Inc. made polyether ether ketone, PEEK, tubing with a 1/4” outer diameter
and 1/8”’ inner diameter which can handle the pressures required while allowing the
HCPCF to easily fit inside. Only the output chamber had a Swagelok gas connection
and a Fike over pressure rupture disk connection. The 75 mm lens, L1, was chosen
based on the equation for coupling in to a single-mode fiber
f = πDω/4λ, (18)
where D is the 1/e2 beam waist, ω is the mode field diameter, and λ is the wavelength
being coupled into the fiber. This equation is the same used for single mode solid-
core fibers due to both using a Gaussian mode-matching scheme as opposed to TIR,
which will not work in HCPCFs as previously discussed in section 2.2. The pump
beam waist is 2 mm where the lens is placed, and the fiber has a mode field diameter
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Figure 6. Displays the input mirror in the mount with the top left open faced. The
ruler on the left is in millimeters.
of 24±1 µm. In the case used, eq. 18 worked out to 71 mm, and the closest available
lens was 75 mm. The HCPCF used was a GloPhotonics PMC-C-Green with excellent
transmission for visible wavelengths with losses less than 100 dB/km between 500
and 700 nm as seen in Fig. 8. More specifically, the loss is rated to be 30±10 dB/km
at 532 nm. The beam was initially coupled with low input power and at atmospheric
pressure but needed to be adjusted as power increased due to beam drift with changing
pump powers and as pressure changed due to the fiber moving from the gas flow. A
better method for fiber stability would have been a significant improvement on the
current setup, which was held by a magnetic v-groove mount with approximately an
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inch hanging past the front of the mount. The experiment consisted of pressures
ranging from atmospheric pressure, < 1 psi to 1500 psi to determine how the 532 nm
and 607 nm powers changed under these conditions.
Figure 7. Green Pump light is coupled into the HC-PCF via a half-wave plate(HWP),
polarization beam splitter (PBS), 2 steering mirrors(M1 and M2) and an 75 mm focal
length lens which outputs into a diffraction grating that splits the Pump and 1st order
Stokes beam. The fiber sits inside PEEK tubing, which is connected to the chambers
with a 1/4” Swagelok connection. Inside the input coupling chamber, the fiber is held
in a v-grove magnetic mount for increased stability when coupling.
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Figure 8. Loss according to the specifications of the Glophotonic PMC-C-Green
HCPCF used in the experiment. It shows the large low loss window for testing any of
N2, O2, or H2.
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IV. Experimental Results
4.1 Scattering Experiment
The scattering test shows two distinct characteristics for the design of a CW SRS
laser. First, the eventual lasing seed of spontaneous Raman scattering which can
readily be observed by placing a high-pass filter in front of the two cameras discussed
in the experimental setup section. The second is a loss parameter for the nitrogen
SRS laser, Rayleigh scattering, which can be separated with a low-pass filter and
slight off-axis viewing angle of the beam.
The spontaneous Raman scattering resulted in the expected linear scaling with
number density in both the forward and backwards arc seen in the Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.
Several images of the scattering after image cleaning can be found in Apdx. A. One
of the prominent features of the images was bright red scattering through the the
sapphire windows that most likely points to titanium impurities in the crystal. This
was removed from the data by subtracting a rough vacuum pressure frame from all
of the frames, which should be adequate due to their being minimal effects inside the
sapphire window with increased chamber pressure and the window remains dark in all
of the images except minor portions peaking out at the windows from beam drift. It
is important to remember while the SRS gain is expected to go up at an exponential
rate with pressure, the spontaneous Raman is a function of the differential Raman
cross section and the number density. The forward scattering camera appeared to
be collecting darker images even before the filter was placed in front of it, so the
data being lower is not necessarily a reason to assume there is a preference for back
scattering.
The Rayleigh scattering cross-section is four orders of magnitude higher than the
spontaneous Raman cross-section, so neutral density (ND) filters were placed in front
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Figure 9. Shows the linear scaling of the Raman scattering in the forward arc estimated
as 0.21 to 0.28 radians for the beam with scaling pressures that where limited by a
significant gas leak at the chamber’s window. It reflects the average value of the entire
beam in the frame in the image to limit noise with measurements taken in 1 min
intervals plotted with x’s. The counts are lower at all points for the forward scatter
due in part to the difference in cameras. The camera had a high pass 550 nm filter, and
the data used a rough vacuum frame as a background to subtract away non-pressure
dependent light sources.
of the camera’s to prevent saturation. It should have an angular dependence, which
was unable to be strongly shown from the limited viewing angle collected. Comparison
with a camera orthogonal to the chamber would have allowed a more definitive result
for this type of measurement. To limit noise in the data, an average of the full beam
in view was used in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. The data showed again a strong linear
relationship particularly in the back scatter camera, which had an ND 1 filter. The
forward scattering camera had an ND 2 which appears to have resulted in a number of
the low pressure measurements falling in the noise floor and noiser results thereafter.
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Figure 10. Shows the linear scaling of the Raman scattering in the backward arc
estimated as 0.21 to 0.28 radians for the beam with scaling pressures that where limited
by a significant gas leak at the chamber’s window. It reflects the average value of the
entire beam in the frame in the image to limit noise with measurements taken in 1 min
intervals plotted with x’s. The camera had a high pass 550 nm filter, and the data used
a rough vacuum frame as a background to subtract away non-pressure dependent light
sources.
As with the Raman scattering, several images of the scattering after image cleaning
can be found in Apdx. A.
4.2 Two-Mirror Raman Cavity
The cavity experiment gave results counter to what would be expected from the
equations found section 2.1. Despite eq. 9 pointing to lasing prior to 18 W by 3000
psi in the 10 cm cavity, no lasing was seen even up to 3800 psi. The cavity instead
showed increasingly bright green filling the entire cavity. It also showed orange, likely
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Figure 11. Shows the linear scaling of the Rayleigh scattering in the forward arc
estimated as 0.21 to 0.28 radians for the beam with scaling pressures that where limited
by a significant gas leak at the chamber’s window. It reflects the average value of the
entire beam in the frame in the image to limit noise with measurements taken in 1
min intervals plotted with x’s.The camera had a ND 2 absorptive filter after the low
pass 550 nm filter due to saturation of the camera, and the data used a rough vacuum
frame as a background to eliminate pressure independent light sources. The ND 2 filter
resulted in many frames in the noise floor at the early pressures and more variation
from particularly noisy frames as seen in plotted raw data.
607 nm from the vibrational Stokes shift due to no other known source, increasingly
throughout the cavity. Attempts to measure the wavelength of the orange were un-
successful using an Ocean Optics QE Pro spectrometer presumably due to the signal
being below the noise floor. It must have been either all spontaneous Raman scat-
tering not maintained in cavity or Rayleigh scattering of the orange beam along with
spontaneous scattering. The orange on the input coupler side can be seen in Fig. 13.
The other qualitative result was that the leak that present in the chamber caused
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Figure 12. Shows the linear scaling of the Rayleigh scattering in the backward arc
estimated as 0.21 to 0.28 radians for the beam with scaling pressures that where limited
by a significant gas leak at the chamber’s window. It reflects the average value of the
entire beam in the frame in the image to limit noise with measurements taken in 1 min
intervals plotted with x’s.The camera had a ND 1 absorptive filter after the low pass
550 nm filter due to saturation of the camera, and the data used a rough vacuum frame
as a background to subtract away non-pressure dependent light sources.
the beam to drift, which was more prevalent with larger leaks or when filling at at
higher flow rates. It caused the beam in the cavity to lose its resonant nature, which
was seen as the output green spot splitting into two moving weak spots that would
brighten up when overlapped for short portions. Due to Rayleigh scattering only
linearly scaling with intensity and SRS scaling with intensity squared, the chamber
was shortened to 4 cm. The equations as previously stated would still point to lasing
at this point, but there was no orange beam out of the output coupler. These two
together point to a need for an update to the model. Due to the intensity not being
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high enough, the two solutions with the same pump are to use shorter focal length
mirrors which would limit gain volume but increase beam area as seen from eq. 6 and
eq. 7 or move to an HC-PCF.
Figure 13. Displays the scattering above 550 nm in a color format prior to entering the
cavity. The bright spot is a deep red and likely from the titanium impurity and was
too bright for the phone camera used to take the picture. The orange beam is likely
Raman scattering from the 532 nm input beam.
4.3 Hollow-core Fiber
The HC-PCF experiment suffered from chamber leaking like the other two ex-
periments, scaling with pressure from 0.33 psi/min near atmospheric pressure to 90
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psi/min near 3000 psi. This resulted in the fiber end moving even when held by the
V-groove mount, which made coupling extremely difficult at low pressures and impos-
sible at high pressures with the larger leak rate. A coupling efficiency of 56.72±0.35%
at atmospheric pressure was achieved. This was calculated from an input of 392± 1
mW, 80% transmission through each window, 90% transmission through each lens,
98% transmission through the fiber assuming the 30 dB/km from the specifications
and 3 m, and 112.9± 0.4 mW. Coupling with the leak was limited to nearly 51% at
pressures below 400 psi, while no consistent coupling was achieved at higher pressures.
At atmospheric pressure, the divergence half-angle was measured at 3.5◦ as calculated
from Fig. 14. An image of the multi mode spot at maximum coupling efficiency is
seen in Fig. 15. All of the measurements were measured far past the Rayleigh length
of 0.8 mm, defined by z0 = π ∗ ω20/λ, which means that the expansion should be
at nearly a constant angle. The diffraction limit for the beam was 0.81◦, based on
Θ = λ/πω0. This means that the beam was certainly not single fundamental mode
operation. When aligning, the mode structure changed with the focus location from
the lens. However, it was never Gaussian in appearance and always had a similar
spot size at a fixed distance. Similar coupling efficiencies were achieved with an 88
mm lens that showed similar multi-mode behavior.
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Figure 14. Shows how the beam expanded after the window. The error is based on
±2 pixels on either side for determining beam diameter. It was used to calculate the
divergence of the beam.
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Figure 15. Displays the multi mode far field structure on a wall when coupled into the
HCPCF at 57% efficiency.
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V. Model
Given the results of the two-mirror cavity and HCPCF experiments, it is clear
that the equations for each need modification for the high pressures used for SRS in
N2. The significant Rayleigh scattering present in the cavity experiment are the most
influential to both sets of equations. The other needed addition is the mechanism for
adding the first Stokes field energy into the HCPCF model. These together provide
a substantial improvement for the design of a CW N2 SRS laser.
5.1 Two-Mirror Raman Cavity
The initial model for the two-mirror cavity was developed in eq. 9, eq. 10, and
eq. 11. The expected results for these in the 10 cm setup is shown in Fig. 16, which
assumed that Rayleigh scattering was not a significant source of loss. However at
the pressures considered here, Rayleigh scattering is on the order of the mirror cavity
losses. If instead, the Rayleigh scattering loss per second, scattering per meter multi-
plied by the speed of light, is included then the threshold changes as seen in Fig. 17.
The stimulated Raman gain should go up linearly with intensity. Shrinking the cavity
will reduce the spot size and increase the intensity, but as Fig. 18 shows the smaller
cavity does not overcome the combination of loss mechanisms. The increased mirror
losses result in worse performance over all given the pump and mirrors used. The
simpler model does get closer to the updated model in this case because the mirror
losses are becoming more dominant compared to the Rayleigh losses.
The Rayleigh losses are based on the scattering cross-sections found in Shardanand
and Rao’s report for nitrogen, though the authors include several other gas including
hydrogen and oxygen. [36] The Rayleigh cross-section was assumed to scale with 1/λ4;
though, it does vary slightly from this as the index of refraction also has an effect
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Figure 16. Using a 10 cm cavity length and pressures listed in the legend for nitrogen
gas except the 10 atm line which is hydrogen gas. The output produced from the Verdi
pump is expected as shown. The increasing pressure improves maximum output power
of the nitrogen Stokes line with 250 atm producing more power than the hydrogen
Stokes line; though, the nitrogen line is expected at 607nm and the hydrogen is expected
at 683 nm. The maximum input takes into account losses from the laser path prior
to the cavity including the uncoated sapphire window and two steering mirrors, and
likewise the output takes into account the window and one steering mirror.
on the cross-section. Given this, the cross-section was taken as σ(λ) = σ0
(
λ0
λ
)4
m2,
where σ0 was 5.61 × 10−31 and λ0 was 514.5 × 10−9. Because Rayleigh scattering is
angularly dependent as 1 + cos2(θ), where θ is in relation to the direction of propaga-
tion, the maximum angle able to stay in the cavity needed to be determined, in this
case 0.07 radians. This meant that about 95% of the scattering was lost. Given this
update to the model, it is unsurprising that the experiment did produce lasing at the
pressures and pump power available. The current setup can exceed the threshold of
17.5 W from the Verdi pump in a 10 cm cavity with a pressure of 3800 psi, which is
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Figure 17. Shows the threshold power needed to pump into cavity given the pump
losses prior to entering the cavity as a function of N2 chamber pressure. The 10 cm
cavity has lower mirror losses due to longer times between hitting the mirrors but has
decreased intensity due to the less focused beam. This shows up in the model with and
without the Rayleigh scattering being farther apart than the 4 cm cavity but no major
change in the Rayleigh scattering included model between the two lengths.
close to the safety release point.
The previous articles did not need to include the Rayleigh scattering losses due
to them using lower pressure at a maximum of 294 psi. The pressure dropping by an
order of magnitude plus the Rayleigh cross-section of hydrogen being approximately a
fifth that of nitrogen. These two things together would result in there being almost no
difference in the output without including Rayleigh scattering, which is exemplified
by how the model predicts 20 atm hydrogen in the 10 cm experimental setup used
earlier. Fig. 18 shows that outcome, which only has a noticeable change at nearly 10
times the threshold. Because the Raman gain scales with the intensity of the pump
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Figure 18. Shows the threshold power needed to pump into cavity given the pump losses
prior to entering the cavity as a function of N2 chamber pressure. The 4 cm cavity has
a smaller minimum spot size for increased Raman gain but also has increased mirror
losses due to shorter times between photons hitting the mirrors. This shows up in the
model with and without the Rayleigh scattering being close together than the 10 cm
cavity but no major improvement in the Rayleigh scattering included model between
the two lengths.
as well as the stokes field, it is clearly that the key is maintaining minimal spot size
for as long a gain length as possible.
5.2 Single-Pass Hollow-core Photonic Crystal
The initial model for the single-pass HCPCF takes eq. 3 and eq. 4 and divides
each side by the speed of light to allow for a change of variable from dt to dz, which
results in
dEs
dz
= (G | Ep |2 Es − LsEs)
(
1
c
)
(19)
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Figure 19. Model of 10 cm cavity at 20 atm in current setup with and without Rayleigh
scattering. This shows how the hydrogen papers were easily able to ignore Rayleigh
scattering as a loss mechanism in the cavity approach. The pump power is the power
needed out of the 532 nm laser pump before any path losses or back reflection at the
input coupler, and the output power is the power leaving the output coupler.
dEp
dz
= −
(
νp
νs
)
G | Ep |2 Es − LpEp)
(
1
c
)
. (20)
These are analogous to eq. 17 but in terms of field strength instead of intensity,
and it ignores the rotational stimulated Raman which as previously noted is a good
approximation with linearly polarized pump light and at high pressures. Both ignore
another critical piece of information, the initial Stokes photons. One method would
be to choose a seed field that matches experimental data and put it all at the front
of the fiber. The other method would be to use the differential Raman cross-section
along with the number denstiy and acceptance angle of the fiber. This will allow for
approximating the field strength added to the stokes field along the path. The first
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method would certainly be preferred if there were a seed laser being used, but the
setup without a seed would have a better predictive output from the latter method.
The spontaneous Raman field is
Esp =
√
1
2
N
√
ε0
µ0
E2p
∫
(
dσ
dΩ
)dΩ
1
2
√
ε0
µ0
, (21)
where the field is converted to intensity then the whole thing is converted back. This
can be greatly simplified by collecting terms and noting that the differential cross-
section is not dependent on the solid angle to
Esp(Ω) =
√
NE2p
dσ
dΩ
Ω/
√
1
2
√
ε0
µ0
. (22)
Now the field added to the stokes field must be taken from the pump field times the
ratio of frequencies to conserve energy and all of the spontaneous Raman is lost not
just the coupled filed, which results in
dEs
dz
= (G | Ep |2 Es − LsEs)
(
1
c
)
+ Esp(Ωcoupled) (23)
dEp
dz
= −(νp
νs
)G | Ep |2 Es − LpEp)
(
1
c
)
− νp
νs
Esp(4π). (24)
These two equations govern the field through the fiber, but an additional number
density dependent term was added to the loss like in the two-mirror cavity case,
the Rayleigh scattering. Whereas the loss is typically thought of as being related
to fiber material scattering and absorption and fiber confinement, HCPCF lasers
need to be concerned with the gases scattering and absorption along with the fiber
confinement. In the case of 532 nm pumped nitrogen, the absorption loss is negligible,
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Figure 20. Model of 30 m H2 HC-PCF with Wang et al’s results put in for comparison.
[4] The Model predicted a slightly earlier turn on but after the initial turn on the data
matches closely.
but as previously shown the Rayleigh scattering loss can be quite high even with
some recoupled into fiber in the forward direction. Explicitly, the losses are L =
Lfiber + LRayleigh, where the fiber losses can be found in a vacuum or low pressure
environment and the Rayleigh scattering losses will scale linearly with number density.
If these equations are used on previous works, there is good agreement with Wang et
all’s results as seen in Fig. 20.
In the experiment attempted here, the updated model predicts that over 1 mW
of SRS would be output from the 3 m of the Glophotonics fiber with a coupling
efficiency of 40% at 2400 psi as seen Fig. 21. Given the same conditions except at
3500 psi, the SRS nears 1.4W from the fiber displayed in Fig. 22. Both of these graphs
demonstrate clearly that the SRS in exponential growth in the short 3 m of fiber. A
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Figure 21. Model of the 3 m HC-PCF filled with 2400 psi of N2. The lowest pressure
that the output exceeds over 1 mW. The coupling efficiency was taken as 40% for this
run to be conservative.
graph of pressure scaling shows an initial estimate of what it would take to saturate
in the 3 m length. Fig. 23 shows that just over 4000 psi would be needed to convert
the pump energy completely. Additionally, Fig. 23 shows how an O2-filled HCPCF
for comparison. O2 always has less gain than N2 as seen back in Fig. 3, but its lasing
wavelength is shorter at 580 nm thus allowing for a higher conversion efficiency. The
opposite side of the coin can be found using the model for H2. The gain is higher,
but the first vibrational line is at 683 nm. This together results in Fig. 24, where the
Stokes beam maximizes conversion at less than 30 psi at a lower of overall power.
The other alternative to scaling the output power would be increasing the fiber
length. At 1500 psi, the fiber would need to be approximately 15 m to convert the
power to the Stokes wave, while the 3500 psi fiber prediction for saturation is close to
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Figure 22. Model of 3 m N2 HC-PCF at 3500 psi. The highest pressure reasonably
attainable in the current chamber. The coupling efficiency was taken as 40% for this
run to be conservative. By this pressure, it is approximately half way to the maximum
value that it can ever achieve at around 3.7 W at the 607 nm given the coupled intensity.
5 m. O2 always needs a longer fiber, but its gain scales at roughly the same rate as
N2, which keeps it close as seen in Fig. 25. Another way to view the trend of length
and pressure would be to show the maximum power at those lengths, which better
allows for the much lower pressure SRS from H2 to be compared as in Fig. 26. This
graph shows how N2, O2, and H2 shrink to similar length needs at high pressures
relative to the end of their respective line narrowing close to the quantum efficiency.
The power increases due to the decrease in length over which losses are accumulating;
though, losses per length are greater at high pressure due to the Rayleigh scattering.
Comparing N2, O2, and H2 purely based on conversion misses a few of the benefits
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Figure 23. Model of 3 m N2 HC-PCF up to 6000 psi. Shows how even the 3 m and
4000 psi of the experiment could demonstrate the potential of the system. The input
was 16.5 W from the pump with 64% getting to the fiber and 40% coupling efficiency.
O2 requires higher pressure to get to saturation, but it can get higher due to its higher
quantum efficiency stemming from its 580 nm stokes line instead of the 607 nm for N2.
initially referenced for N2. For instance, many materials become fuel for fire in very
high O2 enviroments including steel, so systems would require more expensive com-
posites to house the O2-filled HCPCF. H2 is extremely reactive and requires equal
levels of vigilance to prevent fires. Inert molecular nitrogen on the other hand is a
high percentage of the atmosphere and creates no higher risk than of the containment
bursting from the pressure.
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Figure 24. Model of 3 m H2 HC-PCF up to 30 psi that shows how the additional
gain leads to lower pressure maximization of conversion but how the large energy shift
results in lower maximum powers.
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Figure 25. Single-Pass HC-PCF mode showing fiber length needed to maximize con-
version with scaling pressure of N2 and O2.
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Figure 26. Model of N2, O2, and H2 filling an HC-PCF up to where gain maximizes in
a fiber long enough that they can always maximize conversion but no longer. It shows
how much power could ever possibly come out of a fiber with this loss profile and pump.
Each assumes the same input intensity as previously discussed and pumped at 532 nm
with lasing to 607 nm, 580 nm, or 683 nm, respectively. Each improves output power
as well as lowers the fiber length needed to get to that value with increased pressure.
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VI. Conclusions
Gas chambers were built to test CW nitrogen SRS in a two-mirror cavity and
single-pass HC-PCF. Neither produced lasing, but both led to improved understand-
ing of what is needed to design a SRS laser system. From the cavity system, it became
obvious from the bright scatter of the pump light that Rayleigh scattering would be
a major loss source in nitrogen SRS at such high pressures that will need to be taken
into account. This was confirmed with the single pass through the chamber scattering
experiment which showed the rise in the Rayleigh scattering as a function of pressure.
The increasing orange at 607 nm in both the cavity and the chamber scattering ex-
periment show that more Raman scattering is also available at these higher pressures.
The solution to tipping this further in favor of the SRS will be reducing the spot size
as much as possible to increase the intensities of both the SRS and the pump. In a
cavity, that means mirrors with higher radi of curvature and smaller cavities which
will limit the total gain volume. To increase the gain volume, HC-PCFs with their
long gain lengths could be the path forward for SRS lasers. HCPCFs have their own
issues such as sensitive coupling to a fiber end and are not stable enough with high
gas flow from leaking or filling. The motion of the fiber end can be mitigated with
a smaller chamber and better mounting for the fiber ends. Smaller chambers also
should allow for a more easily sealed window interface. A permanently sealed cham-
ber on each side might seem enticing, but the ability to take out the fiber and hold it
in place is still of critical importance in case of damage to fiber ends where recleaving
is necessary. Future work should make design decisions based on the knowledge that
leaks can be crippling to coupling into the fiber; thus, a top priority for any chamber
is the ability to completely seal the chamber. The ability to hold much higher pres-
sures securely would be a huge boon for nitrogen SRS lasing. At the pressures tested,
the gain was less than the hydrogen at the 294 psi where it flattens out, which means
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the benefits from using nitrogen were just the slightly smaller wavelength shift and
the inert gas safety.
The updated model more closely aligns with experiments, hopefully improving
future designs for a nitrogen vibrational SRS laser. In the cavity case, the update of
Rayleigh scattering allows for better understanding of the trade space of round trip
losses with respect to the cavity length versus resonant spot size. This would allow
for better selections in mirrors, particularly their curvatures. The updates to the
HCPCF model allow for more concrete initial conditions for the unseeded case based
on the numerical aperture of the fiber, the differential Raman cross-section, and the
number density inside the fiber. It also added Rayleigh scatting losses based on the
numerical aperture, which can be significant for the number densities necessary for
N2 SRS compared to only including fiber confinement losses. Based on the model, it
is clear that a HC-PCF would be an appropriate method for getting to CW nitrogen
SRS lasing. A longer fiber would get to nearly complete conversion of the pump laser
even at lower pressures as low as 1500 psi.
Future work should focus on the HC-PCF approach. More specifically, fiber
lengths should be chosen based on the the desired number density and pump wave-
length to allow for maximum conversion. Demonstration of CW N2 SRS operation
at any wavelength would be a major step, but particularly with stronger pumps in
the infrared. This could prove the value of nitrogen SRS lasing by achieving high-
est single device powers at numerous wavelengths based on high-conversion efficiency
from available pump wavelengths to non-available wavelengths. This would demon-
strate its broad wavelength agility for various applications. Another path would be
investigating extremely high pump powers in the near infrared for maximum single
channel power. HC-PCFs can have lower losses than traditional single-mode optical
amplifiers, but little research has been done on how they would actually perform
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under such conditions. A more theoretical avenue for future research would be an
increased understanding of achieving the mode output from HC-PCFs. During this
work, multi-mode operation was always observed despite the manufacturers specifi-
cations on the output field appearing to be Gaussian. Any power scaling would need
to understand what coupling parameters matter most for getting a single Gaussian
mode out.
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Appendix A. Scattering Images
This appendix includes a selection of images from the time evolution of the scat-
tering experiment. Each has a title on the image with the pressure of the cell when
the image was captured. The purpose is to get a visual feel for the increase in the
scattering with pressure as opposed to numerical evaluation given in the results sec-
tion of this work. The first 6 are back scatter images with a 550 nm high pass filter
with the first being a raw image. The next 5 are the accompanying forward scatter
images with the first being a raw image. Followed by 6 Rayleigh scattering images
with 550 nm low pass filter with the first being a raw image. The next 6 are the
forward scattering images to match with the first being a raw image.
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Figure 27. The Raman back scatter unfiltered image hows the portion of interest
without any digital filter at a rough vacuum. The bright spot is the red scattering from
the titanium in the window. The small tick mark on the far right of the screen are from
a ruler for scale and to block high reflections from stray light off the cavity mirror, which
is in the chamber. The wires provide the input to the electrically controlled mirror
mounts.
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Figure 28. The Raman back scatter at 27 psi shows effect of the background subtraction
on the early frames. At 27 psi, the image is basically just noise, and the red from the
impurity is not seen.
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Figure 29. Raman back scatter at 565 psi shows the beam starting to appear on the
color map that is held constant for all of the Raman back scatter plots.
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Figure 30. Raman back scatter at 1073 psi shows the back reflection due to the high
pressure. The bright portion on the right is the beam in the window with the impurity
scattering that is just too high on the image to have been eliminated in the background
subtract.
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Figure 31. Raman back scatter at 1490 psi shows the back reflection due to the high
pressure. The bright portion on the right is the beam in the window with the impurity
scattering that is just to0 high on the image to have been eliminated in the background
subtract. This is similar to the 1073 psi image but at a different point in the beam
drift that was visibly evident with the flow rate.
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Figure 32. The Raman back scatter at 1817 psi ise the highest pressure Raman data
collected due to large leak in one of the window’s NPT connection to the chamber.
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Figure 33. The Raman forward scatter unfiltered image shows the portion of interest
without any digital filter at a rough vacuum. The bright spot is the red scattering from
the titanium in the window. On the far left of the image is a ruler for scale and to
block high reflections from stray light off the cavity mirror, which is in the chamber.
The ruler’s tick marks could not be made out due to the low brightness. The wires
provide the input to the electrically controlled mirror mounts.
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Figure 34. The Raman forward scatter at 27 psi shows effect of the background sub-
traction on the early frames. At 27 psi, the image is basically just noise, and the red
from the impurity is not seen.
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Figure 35. The Raman forward scatter at 565 psi shows the beam starting to appear
on the color map that is held constant for all of the Raman back scatter plots.
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Figure 36. The Raman forward scatter at 1073 psi shows the beam begins to fill out
the image more uniformly.
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Figure 37. Raman forward scatter at 1490 psi shows the distinct intensity profile of
the beam with the center brightest and fading out.
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Figure 38. The Raman forward scatter at 1817 psi was the highest pressure data
collected due to large leak in one of the window’s NPT connection to the chamber.
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Figure 39. The Rayleigh back scatter unfiltered image shows the portion of interest
without any digital filter at a rough vacuum. The image is very dark due to the ND 1
filter, the low Rayleigh scattering below atmospheric pressure, and the low pass filter
blocking the titanium scattering in the window. The two bright spots on the left are
reflections off the chamber’s window on each side.
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Figure 40. The Rayleigh back scatter at 29 psi displays image before beam shows up
after the background subtract.
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Figure 41. The Rayleigh back scatter at 325 psi shows the beam starting to appear
along with the fainter back reflection off the back window.
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Figure 42. The Rayleigh back scatter at 1004 psi shows the scattering fill out.
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Figure 43. The Rayleigh back scatter at 1563 psi shows the back reflection’s Rayleigh
scattering strengthen.
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Figure 44. The Rayleigh back scatter at 2113 psi shows the back reflection’s scattering
continue to grow.
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Figure 45. The Rayleigh back scatter at 3069 psi shows the back refelection increased
at the highest pressure that collected.
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Figure 46. The Rayleigh back scatter unfiltered image shows the portion of interest
without any digital filter at a rough vacuum. The image is very dark due to the ND 1
filter, the low Rayleigh scattering below atmospheric pressure, and the low pass filter
blocking the titanium scattering in the window. The two bright spots on the right are
reflections off the chamber’s window on each side.
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Figure 47. Rayleigh forward scatter at 29 psi displays image before beam at the be-
ginning.
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Figure 48. The Rayleigh forward scatter at 325 psi shows the beam start to appear
along with the fainter back reflection off the back window.
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Figure 49. The Rayleigh forward scatter at 1004 psi shows that the scattering is still
faint.
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Figure 50. The Rayleigh forward scatter at 1563 psi shows the beam profile fill out.
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Figure 51. The Rayleigh forward scatter at 2113 psi shows the continued growth.
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Figure 52. Rayleigh forward scatter at 3069 psi shows the Rayleigh scattering back
continued at the high pressure that collected.
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